Fifth Grade Curriculum
Hebrew
Reading

*Writing (optional) Vocabulary
(enrichment)

Prayer decoding, with work
towards fluency

Short sentences using
learned vocabulary

Plural Pronouns (atem, aten,
anahnu, etc) and adjectives
(colors, beautiful, etc.,
adverbs

Torah
Learn

Obtain

Activity

Biblical study of Parsha and
various stories focusing on
values and mitzvah
curriculum lessons from
them

A deeper
understanding of the
historical timeline and
sequence of events
An identity with the
Jewish people
Extract ethical values
from stories

Personalized discussions and
study from which the
students gain values and
beliefs
Project-based hands on
activities
Sidra scenes (acting)
Parsha Plays
Role play how to speak to
people respectfully

Study story of Miriam in
order to illustrate issue of
Lashon Hara - gossip
Stories about how difficult it
is to take back gossip
Underpinnings of ethical
treatment of others in
Parshat Kedoshim

Deeper understanding
of Jewish perspective
on Fair Trade

Fundraiser through Equal
Exchange to educate about
child slavery in chocolate
industry

Holidays
Learn

Obtain

Activity

Lifecycles (the significant
milestones and rituals)
Values embedded in each
mitzvah and observance,

Understanding of the
role of these events in
the big picture of our
lives

Creative writing project,
guest speakers, acting out
rituals, activities (ex. bim
bam videos), field trip to

Chevrah Kedisha

Arc of life and
Mikvah and/or cemetary,
importance of Judaism Stage Wedding
at different points
Visit from Mohelet

Prayer
(Each child will learn prayers at their own pace with the goal of
mastery. Please see your child’s individual prayer chart)

Ma Tovu, Sh’ma, Shabbat Blessings: Kiddush, Candles, Ha’motzi; Ma Nishtana, V’ahavta, Friday
Night Kiddush, Birchot Hashachar, Avot, Gevurot

Resources
Welcome to Israel, The Time of Our Lives (Lifecycle), Zot HaTorah, The Explorer’s Bibles
(Volumes 1 and 2), Child’s Bible, volume 1, Shalom Ivrit Volumes 1 and 2, New Siddur
Program, Volumes 1 and 2, Adonai Sifatai Tiftach (volumes 1-3), Zot HaTorah

